Give your next pneumatic conveyor
the PNEUMATI-CON advantage:
®

The pneumatic conveying expertise you need for
top efficiency, plus the broad process experience
you need for seamless integration with your
upstream and downstream equipment.
It takes more than a great pneumatic
conveyor to deliver your bulk material
with top efficiency. It also takes process
engineering experts who know, in advance,
how your process equipment, storage
vessels, and material will affect your
conveying results.
Which is why you should rely on Flexicon.
Under one roof you will find a
comprehensive line of robust pneumatic
conveyor components from filter receivers
and rotary airlock valves to cyclone
separators and blowers, and the in-depth
pneumatic experience it takes to size and
configure them to yield maximum efficiency,
longevity and cost effectiveness.

As importantly, you will find experienced
process engineers who draw on Flexicon’s
22,000 installations integrating conveyors,
screeners, grinders, crushers, blenders,
weigh hoppers, bulk bag unloaders/fillers,
bag/drum dump stations, and/or storage
vessels—experts who understand how your
upstream and downstream equipment can
impact, and be impacted by, the operation
of your pneumatic conveyor.
Going the extra mile to outperform
competitive pneumatic conveyors is what
the PNEUMATI-CON® advantage is all about.
It’s what enables Flexicon to guarantee top
results, and you to make pivotal improvements
to your process with absolute confidence.

When you convey with Flexicon,
you convey with confidence™

.com

See the full range of fast-payback equipment at flexicon.com: Flexible Screw Conveyors, Tubular Cable Conveyors, Pneumatic Conveying Systems, Bulk Bag Unloaders, Bulk Bag
Conditioners, Bulk Bag Fillers, Bag Dump Stations, Drum/Box/Container Dumpers, Weigh Batching and Blending Systems, and Automated Plant-Wide Bulk Handling Systems
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